
Aquaterra Energy and
Proeon Systems have
combined their expertise
and experience to develop
an integrated system for
offshore wind operators
to manage risk and
reduce cost.

> Product Brief
Reduce risk and costs associated with asset
ownership and maintenance through active
monitoring. All data to be processed and
transmitted to dedicated shore side storage
for interrogation by operators.

> Product Solution
An integrated system that is specific to the
problem. Monitoring the data required to
answer specific questions posed by asset
monitoring requirements.

> Applications
> Wind turbine transition piece monitoring
> Offshore asset monitoring
> Long term remote structural monitoring

> Locations
UK and International waters

more detail overleaf >

MONITORING WITH MEANING

OFFSHORE WIND ENERGY
ASSET MONITORING
Structural Monitoring of Wind Turbine Towers



The offshore Wind Industry is developing into a

mature sector in UK waters, with some installations

at 20 years in the field. The scale of the installed

assets is increasing and the locations are getting

further away from local beach side support. The

inhospitable waters around the UK have added a

new dimension to the already challenging logistics,

accelerating degradation of the assets and

reducing the window of opportunity to act out

repairs and monitor the environmental effects.

Monitoring of assets is not new, but how it is

currently carried out, and what it is monitoring is

often only generating data, often with little or no

meaning. By using applied and comprehensive

technology on all aspects of the installed turbine

including: core structure (tower, nacelle, and

foundation pile), mechanical equipment and

metrological effects, we can support the reduction

of offshore failures, maintenance costs and

therefore increase long term generation capability

all at relatively low cost.

The unique collaboration between Aquaterra

Energy and Proeon Systems combines expertise in

advance control and monitoring with expertise in

structural mechanics and analysis. We apply

scientific knowledge and engineering know-how to

collect the data together and decipher it to give it

the meaning that others cannot. Hence, our

‘Monitoring with Meaning.’

Any structure in the offshore environment has to

deal with extremes and the systems that are

developed are for specific issues that offshore

wind turbine operators have historically suffered

from: grout slippage, structural failure, foundation

failure, leak and seepage, vibration monitoring and

systems life status. Provision of real-time structural

status allows operators to build comprehensive

pictures of the asset’s condition and the relative

impact on the life expectancy and maintenance

scheduling during the installation’s life span.

CONTACT US FOR MORE INFORMATION

We’d love to talk to you about the advantages of this
system. Please contact us using the details below:

e sales@aquaterraenergy.com t 01603 788 233

www.aquaterraenergy.com

SYSTEM HARDWARE
FEATURES
> Strain gauges/sensors

> Z-Axis level sensors

> Vibration sensing

> Moisture sensing

> Optional integration of other

sensors

> Metrology and date-time

information from satellite

communications

> Monitoring control panel (IP66

marinised construction)

> Installed within the wind

turbine structure

Delivered to your desk - the
information that you need to
manage your assets


